The 4 steps of the eEvidence way
1. eEvid request
The eEvid certiﬁcation begins
right when the email to be
attested is received at
eEvidence.

2. Digital footprints (hash)
Unique hashes are obtained
from the original email and
from any attached ﬁles it
may contain.

3. Email delivery
By a standard SMTP connection, the email is delivered to
the destination server and the
transmission is recorded.

4. The eEvid.Cert is issued
Electronic evidence of the
contents and delivery of the
email, as a digitally signed
PDF format ﬁle.

The eEvid.Cert electronic evidence
Unique key identifying the
eEvid.Cert and basic data copied
from the original email header,
according to the Internet Message
Format standard (RFC 5322).
It includes the names of any
attached ﬁle the email may contain.

Hashes from the original email and
from any ﬁle attached to the email.
The hash value is a unique
ﬁngerprint of a data set, such as a
ﬁle, obtained by a hash function.
For a given ﬁle and its copies, the
resulting hash value will always be
the same, provided the ﬁle has not
changed. If at some point a ﬁle
returns a diﬀerent hash, it means
that the ﬁle has been modiﬁed.

Details of the email acceptance by
the recipient’s mail server,
according to the SMTP (Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol, RFC 5321)
standard.
The transmission details show the
name and IP address of the
destination server, as well as the id
key that the destination server uses
to internally identify the email.
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The eEvid.Cert PDF contains, as an
attachment, a full copy of the
original email in .eml standard
format.
Use Adobe Reader or Adobe
Acrobat to view and save the copy
of the original email.

Daily PDF ﬁle, digitally signed and
time-stamped. It contains a hash
value for each eEvid.Cert issued the
day before, setting its date.

Glossary of terms
EEVIDENCE. The owner of the eEvidence service. eEvid ID. Alphanumeric code that uniquely identiﬁes each eEvid. Date received. Date and
time in which the email to be processed is received by eEvidence. UTC. World’s primary time standard. Sender. Email address from which the
the email to be certiﬁed has been received. Source IP. IP address from were the email has been transmitted to eEvidence. Recipients. Email
addresses to which the email must be delivered. Email subject. Text included in the original email subject ﬁeld. Attachments. Name of
every ﬁle attached to the original email, if any. Footprint (Hash). Unique encryption code obtained by means of the SHA 256 cryptographic
algorithm from the original email and from every ﬁle attached to it. Email accepted at destination. Acceptance of delivery conﬁrmed by the
recipient’s mail server and, if provided and indicated, the alphanumeric code with which the recipient’s mail server has uniquely identiﬁed
and registered the email internally.. Date delivered. Date and time in which the email has been accepted by the recpient’s mail server.
Transmission details. Relevant information of the SMTP transmission between eEvidence and the recipient’s mail server during the delivery
and acceptance of the email. Digital signature. Mathematical scheme that conﬁrms that the contents of a digitally signed document has not
been altered since the signature was applied. Trusted timestam. Digital timestampt provided by a Time Stamping Authority (TSA) that
proves the existence of a document before a certain point in time and that its contents has not been altered since then.
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